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ABSTRACT
Telepathology systems were developed to allow pathologists
to perform remote diagnosis and consultations.
have the following essential components;

These systems

a remote controlled

microscope, a video processing system, a communication link,
and a user interface and display.
This thesis defines a telepathology communication system
based on the Internet network. The basic telepathology system
problems were addressed:
- Determining available network bandwidth,
- Investigating video image compression,
- Developing a user interface and display.
A software model of the telepathology system was tested.
Results demonstrated that, depending on the location on the
Internet, only about 40 Kbps and 1.1 Mbps of bandwidth can be
obtained.

Using an image compression algorithm that reduces

images to one twentieth their original size does not reduce
bandwidth requirements enough to have real-time video image
updates.

Current capabilities are about 5 frames per second.

A 5 Mbps network is required for full motion video.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There are many applications that would benefit from real
time equipment control via networks. Most applications involve
local area networks where a great deal of bandwidth with small
transmission delay times are available. These systems usually
exchange control signals, and are full duplex information
systems.

Some applications require real-time transmission of

the video images generated at the remote equipment.
equipment

is

located

at

a

distant

site,

some

If this
of

these

applications acquire high speed dedicated services, or they
settle for slow non real-time update rates via standard phone
lines.
remote

A small sample of applications that are suited for
equipment

observatories[1],

control
telepathology

are:

remote

systems[2],

telescope
and

Picture

Archiving and Communication Systems(PACS)[3].
PACS have evolved since 1982 and the components in PACS
environments include imaging equipment, viewing workstations,
database archive systems, and high speed digital networks. The
supporting technology for PACS has advanced rapidly in recent
years[4,5,6]. The technology for network and telecommunication
systems used in transferring images across the country is
progressing at a rapid rate. Interconnecting Local PACS via a
nationwide high speed digital network yields a Global PACS
environment.

Integrating a microscope into the Global PACS
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system would allow pathologists to observe and diagnose samples
remotely.

This means that telepathology would be added to a

remote diagnosis and consultation system. These and many other
applications require extensive amounts of network data to be
communicated via a network.

1.1 Statement of Problem
Telepathology is an area of remote equipment control which
has

been

developing

since

1968[7].

Basic

real-time

telepathology systems include a remote controlled microscope
and

a

image

microscope

viewing

monitor.

are transferred

transmission medium.

Images

to the

generated

viewing

monitor

at

the

via

a

Bandwidth requirements of the data

transmission medium can be high. For example, if a 640x480x24
bit

image

is

transferred

at

30

frames

per

second,

the

transmission medium needs at least 220 Mbps of throughput.
Another factor to consider is the response time of commands
issued by the system user.

User response requirements of

telepathology systems would be similar to PACS requirements
which are defined as[3]:
a. 1 second for image manipulation transfer time.
b. 250 millisecond session establishment time.
c. 30 frames per second image updates.
Due to the high data bandwidth and the low user response
time requirements, some telepathology systems can be expensive.
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To

reduce

the

cost, a

system

could

utilize one

of

the

nationwide high speed data communications networks to link the
various telepathology

sites.

A

nationwide network based

telepathology system needs to be researched to determine it 1 s
feasibility.
The thesis entails modeling separate parts of an entire
network based telepathology system and projecting the results
for the whole system.

By dividing the project into separate

parts, each part can be easily and inexpensively simulated and
tested.

The project will simulate a full duplex system that

attempts to transmit images from the microscope at a full
motion video rate and receive positioning commands from the
viewing workstation.

1.2 Thesis Objective
The thesis project can be divided into four objectives for
design and testing:
1. Design a functional system for a control workstation
with a microscope interface.
2. Develop the requirements for receiving video images via
a network in real-time.
3. Evaluate compression algorithms used in video image
communications over a network.
4. Develop a user interface and display system for video
images.

12

The project emphasis will be on: 1) image compression
techniques and

their characteristics with

respect to the

medical imaging application and 2) performance measurements of
packet delivery over the Internet.

Upon completion of the

investigation into image compression standards, a compression
algorithm deemed appropriate for this system will be selected.
The

feasibility

of

using

a

nationwide

network for

image

communications in telepathology will be determined.

1.3 Approach
Remote microscope control and image visualization are the
two major requirements in a telepathology system.

These

requirements are the basis for a top down development approach
to this project shown in Figure 1.1.

The two requirements can

be further divided into the four objectives. The requirements
and design for these four parts will be developed and software
written

to

workstation.

simulate

the

network

interface

and

the

user

The four objectives are defined as follows:

a. The first part defines a control workstation interface. The
interface includes the microscope command initiation and the
network connection.

This part will consist mainly of system

definition since the hardware is not available to construct a
functioning prototype.

Work that can be performed in relation

to this part, is implementing a video compression algorithm
that could be used to determine exactly what network bandwidth

13

Design Workstation
with Microscope
Interface

Chap 2

Requirements for
Real-Time Image
Communications
via Networks
Remote Microscope
Control
Chap 3
Image Visualization

Evaluate Video
Image Compression
Algorithms

Chap 4

Develop User
Interface for
Video Images

Figure 1.1. Top Down Design
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is necessary to transmit video images in real-time.

Also a

serial port interface could be developed which would issue
commands to the microscope positioning system.
b. The second part involves determining network characteristics
between two sites on the network.

These characteristics are

unique between every node across the entire network and a
method of determining what resources are available will be
developed.

This code can use existing network interrogation

commands to determine if a node is currently reachable and the
approximate

bandwidth to that

node.

This code will

be

developed and tested as part of this project.
c. The third part investigates various methods of video image
compression and restoration.
selected.

A suitable standard will be

The standard for determining suitability will be

based on commercial availability, data loss from compression,
and the speed of the compression algorithm. Upon selection of
a compression method, a software implementation of the standard
will be developed and tested on various images.

The results

will assist in determining the necessary network capabilities.
d. The fourth part involves writing software that will open a
user interface to the system.

Upon session establishment it

will initiate all the necessary microscope commands and send
the appropriate microscope control sequences.
The remainder of this thesis is organized in the following
manner.

Chapter

2

describes

the

telepathology

system's

15

requirement in detail.

Chapter 3 divides the system into

functional components and describes each component.

(Much of

this chapter deals with several different methods of image
compression since that is a major portion of this project).
Chapter 4 is the final system description.
summary and conclusions.

Chapter 5 is the
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2.

TELEPATHOLOGY SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Telepathology, a remote diagnosis and consultation system,

is defined as the ability to allow specialists to observe a
sample in real-time full color images. It allows pathologists
viewing access to specimens without being physically present at
the

specimen's

site.

For

small

hospitals

with

limited

availability of local pathology services and for hospitals with
a deficiency of specialists, telepathology would be a useful
tool[8].

This tool could be even more beneficial if it were

inexpensive and widely available.

This would allow more

pathologists to perform remote diagnosis and consultations.
In this section, we develop the system requirements for a
telepathology system.

The sections are organized based on

operational, functional, and then performance requirements.

2.1 Operational Requirements
The concept of using telepathology to provide services to
remote locations was first tested at the Massachusetts General
Hospital-Logan Airport Telemedicine project in April 1968[7],
The original system was a black and white real-time video image
system with no microscope control.

The video transmissions

were sent via microwave communications and displayed on a
standard television.

The system functioned properly, but it

lacked color information and it also required a person present
at the remote site to position and change the specimen.
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As

data

communications

telepathology field improved.

technology

progressed

the

In 1986 a color video system

with robotics microscope control was first tested. The system
linked a remote site in El Paso, Texas and a user site located
in a Washington, D.C. pathology laboratory.

The analog video

transmission occurred via a satellite link and control signals
were transmitted via phone lines. This was a fully functional
telepathology

system

with

all

the

essential

components

implemented. The only drawback with this system is the expense
of using a satellite channel for communications.
Two commercial telepathology systems have been introduced
in recent years by Corabi International Telemetries[7].

The

first is a static system that transfers single images with no
microscope !control.

This system is relatively inexpensive,

compared to the full motion video systems because it uses
modems and standard telephone lines for image transmission.

A

major disadvantage of this system is the length of time to
retrieve an image.

For example, the time to transmit a

640x480x8 bit image on a 9600 baud modem is approximately 4.5
minutes. Using this system some of the diagnostic capabilities
of the specialist could be hampered, since an average of only
six images per case are normally transmitted and used for
diagnostics.

This system would be unacceptable for a Global

PACs system.

The maximum single image retrieval time is 30

seconds as established in section 1.1.
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The second system is a real-time full motion video system.
This

system,

also

available

from

Corabi

International

Telemetries, gives a pathologist the capability to move the
specimen in any direction, change the focus, and change the
illumination.

The

image can

be

640x525x24 bits of resolution.

viewed

in

real-time

at

This system displays on a

second monitor the location of the slide with respect to the
microscope lens, the x and y coordinates and illumination
intensity.

A

information.

third

window

displays

patient

demographic

The video information is transmitted via a

satellite link. The system is a complete telepathology system
which can be integrated into the global PACS environment.
In general, the real-time Corabi telepathology system has
defined the following essential components for any remote real
time diagnostic system[9]:
a. A motorized light microscope equipped with a high resolution
camera;
b. A pathologist's workstation with controls for the motorized
microscope,

a

method

for

displaying

the

output

of

the

microscope, and observing control parameters;
c. A communications linkage between the remote site and the
diagnostic center capable of transmitting 30 frames/sec of
digitized video images.
Other characteristic of a telepathology system which would
be useful are macroscopic input for examination of the gross
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specimen, robotics laser pointing, and a tactile emulator to
allow for determination of specimen firmness or calcification.
Figure 2.1 is a design of the overall system.

2•2 Functional Requirements
The following sections provide a preliminary functional
requirements analysis of a telepathology system.

The overall

system definition is outlined in such a way that each component
can be modeled and tested individually.

2.2.1 Microscope Interface
A proposed microscope interface developed for this system
is a motion control and positioning system that would be used
for specimen positioning on the microscope. The system should
operate on four axis.

There would be two axis for the x-y

plane. This would allow the specimen to be positioned in front
of the microscope lens. The z axis would allow focusing. The
forth axis is a rotational axis used for lens changing to
increase or decrease magnification. The positioning commands

20
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Figure 2.1. Telepathology System Design
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for

the

microscope

control

should

be

issued

in

ASCII

characters. Each command should be less than 10 bytes so as to
minimize network bandwidth usage.
The output of the microscope should

be video signal

generated by a full color video camera that interfaces to the
lens of the microscope.

The output of the video camera feeds

a frame grabber in the control workstation which produces
digital images.

2.2.2 Microscope Control Workstation
The control workstation functions as the network interface
to the microscope and should contain the image processing and
transmission mechanism. This workstation needs the capability
to communicate with the microscope and issue the commands
necessary to position the specimen.

The workstation should

also process the output of the microscope's camera into a
format suitable for network transmission.

It also must have

the capability to collect, process, and transmit 30 frames per
second in order to have a full motion video system.

This

workstation must perform image compression on the video images
received

to

reduce

the

amount

of

data

for

network

transmissions.

2.2.3 Data Transmission Network
The system network interface needs to be able to transmit
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compressed video images at 30 frames per second. This function
is dependant on the size of the images being transmitted and
the effectiveness of the image compression algorithm being
used. A more effective image compression algorithm reduces the
amount of data that needs to be transmitted.
should also be available to a number of sites.

The network
A wide spread

distribution of access points will facilitate site connections
and

acceptance

of

the

system.

Site

accessibility

and

flexibility are important to the overall system.

2.2.4 Image Viewing Workstation
The image viewing workstation should contain the user
interface control functions and intermediate buffer memory.
These functions are displayed on a screen just outside the
video

window.

The relative position

values need

to

be

displayed to allow the user to record areas of interest and to
redisplay them.

Given this requirement, there could be two

methods to command the microscope. One method would be a slide
bar interface in which the user would position the mouse cursor
on the slide bar and move the slide bar to reposition the
specimen.

The other method would be to manually type in an

exact position.

As pointed out previously, the position

displayed would reflect the relative position of the specimen,
should a point of interest on the same slide need to be
redisplayed later.
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The image viewing workstation also needs to display the
compressed

video images received from the network.

This

workstation needs to uncompress the video images in real-time
in preparation for screen display.

The rate for this is 30

frames per second.
If the system is unable to transmit at 30 frames per
second, a moving image will not update at a smooth real-time
rate.

The

user will

observe this when the specimen

is

repositioned. Instead of observing a smooth pan of the moving
image, it will move in jumps.

The size of the jumps will

depend on how fast the image is moving and how many frames per
second are being displayed.

The slower the update rate or the

faster the specimen is moving, the greater the jumps.

2.3 System Performance Requirements
Given

the

system

functional

requirements

outlined

previously some of the more detailed individual requirements
can be determined.

The next section lists the performance

requirements of a telepathology system.

2.3.1 Microscope Input Response Time
When the user of the remote microscope issues a command at
the user interface workstation there will some delay in the
response of the executed command. This delay is determined by
several factors.

A main factor is the delay and overhead
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associated with the network. This is the time required for the
command to transverse the network to the microscope.

Another

factor is the time it takes for the control workstation to
process the command and issue it to the microscope.

The one

final factor is the time it takes for the output of the
microscope to actually show a response to the positioning
command. An acceptable time limit to all of these factors has
been set at 250 milliseconds, this was defined based on the
requirements for a PACs system outlined in section 1.1.

In

this time a command should be issued across the network and the
image viewed by the user should be responding.

2.3.2 Control Workstation Image Manipulation
A viewing scheme appropriate for this application would
involve

buffering

processing.

multiple

images

in

various

states

of

The network may not be able to transmit every

image generated by the hardware in real-time, and it would be
best to view the latest compressed image available.

The

sequence of buffer utilization using a three buffer example is
shown in Figure 2.2 and described as follows:
a. Process images through the frame grabber into the first
buffer.
b. Compress the image in the first buffer and write results
into one of the other two buffers. The buffer written to will
be determined by the transmit_flag. If the flag is high, then
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an image is being retrieved by the viewing workstation and the
compression routine should therefore write to the buffer that
is not being transmitted. If the flag is low, the compression
routine should alternate between buffers.

This will assure

that one of the buffers has a recently compressed image ready,
c. Transmit from buffer across the network to the viewing
workstation.

The

control

workstation

initiates

image

transmission by setting the transmit_flag to begin transmission
and resetting it when the image transmission is complete.
This scheme would require the control workstation to be
equipped with enough Random Access Memory (RAM) to run the
required software and maintain three video images in buffers.
The size of these buffers would have to be large enough to hold
the

image

scanned

transmission.

and

the

images

being

processed

for

For example, a 640x480x24 bit image would

require 3 buffers of at least 922K bytes. This memory would be
in

addition

to

the

memory

required

for the workstation

operating system and software.

2.3.3 Network Performance Requirements
If

this

system

is

to

gain

acceptance

among

telepathologists it must have a great deal of flexibility and
interconnection to a variety of different sites. The Internet
network

is an example of a

network that may meet those

requirements because of it's nationwide installation base.
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Figure 2.2. Image Buffer Utilization.

The Internet is maintained and upgraded on an ongoing
basis. This maintenance relieves system administrators of the
burden of keeping the external network operating.

Also since

the network is being upgraded on an ongoing basis, systems
currently being developed will likely be compatible in the
future.
One drawback to the Internet is the limited bandwidth,
which could vary from 56Kbps to 45Mbps[3].

Due this drawback
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a major component of this thesis is an image compression
algorithm

that

requirements.

would

significantly

reduce

the

bandwidth

There are many methods available to compress

still frame and video images, some of these methods will be
investigated for their suitability in this application. Two of
the most important factors in selecting an image compression
algorithm are the data loss and the compression results.
It should be noted that there may be alternatives to the
Internet as a transmission medium.

An example of this is

Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN). The BISDN effort was initiated in January, 1985, and was driven by
a European desire to transmit full-motion video on fiber optic
technology[29]. The bandwidth associated with B-ISDN is 150 to
600Mbps. This bandwidth would be sufficient to transmit video
images in this application.

2.3.4 Viewing Workstation and Data Display
The viewing workstation serves as an interface between the
user and the network.

All microscope action is initiated here

and the results are displayed here.

This station needs to

receive images, uncompress them, and display them at a rate of
30 frames per second.

The data display and user interface

should be user friendly and simple to operate.
The

software

implemented

at

this

station

should

be

implemented in a high level language to facilitate portability
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among workstations.

Many applications are being developed in

the

language

C

programming

acceptable for this project.

and

this

language

would

be

The user interface can be

implemented using X-windows which is also available on many
workstations.
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3. TELEPATHOLOGY SYSTEM COMPONENT ANALYSIS
The goal of this thesis is to define a telepathology
system for use in a remote diagnosis and consultation system.
Figure 2.1, from the last section, shows the major components
of the system. There are several options for implementing each
component

of

this

system.

This

section

takes

specific

components of the project and describes the analysis performed.

3.1 Packet Delivery Performance Requirements
As described in the requirements portion of this document
the round trip time of the user input to a response viewed at
the screen has been set at 250 milliseconds. Table I specifies
the round trip time measured from node to node across the
backbone of the Internet. From this table, it can be seen that
delays across the backbone are not the problem.

The longest

possible one way delay time experienced in March 1992 is 108
milliseconds from node 9 to node 16.

The longest round trip

delay is 209 milliseconds, 108 milliseconds from node 9 to 16
plus 101 millisecond from node 16 to 9, which is less that the
250 millisecond requirement.

However, this table does not

account for delays accrued in the subnets.

Individual delay

times from specific nodes need to be determined.
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Table I. Internet Backbone Delay Statistics
<NIC.MERIT.EDU> nsfnet/statistics/tl-9203.delay
NSFNET T1 Delay Matrix Report for March 1992
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—

26

41

63

80

81

84 108

41

57

10

23

82

79

46

25

—

57

44

86

79

53

85

24

42

11

43

32

41

53

38

56

—

77

44

47

52

83

72

25

12

27

57

48

51

60

44

77

—

54

41

60

42

59

46

13

76

26

57

97

80

93

48

57

—

26

41

89

96

65

14

57

26

70

81

79

74

47

39

22

—

52

76

84

65

15

74

52

22

60

82

52

52

59

39

51

—

63

38

70

16

87

96

39

96 101

90

69

34

83

62

50

—

90

80

17

47

88

62

33

41

26

73

69

78

89

42

94

—

66

18

26

50

60

50

56

43

26

47

62

66

72

83

60

—

Notes:
-Results are one way delays in milliseconds.
-T1 Delays are measured using external source addressed
echo request packets.
-Each number in the from/to column represent a node on the
Internet Backbone.
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In order for the images to arrive at the user workstation
in real-time, a communication link needs to be established.
There are several definitions of real-time communications
services, but a good definition in this context is a computer
communication service whose clients are allowed to specify
their performance requirements and obtain guarantees about the
fulfillment of those requirements[10].
RFC 1193, "Requirements for Real-Time Services", lists the
requirements for a digital continuous media communication
system. The requirements include lower bounds on the bandwidth
and upper bounds on delay or delay variability (jitter).

The

lower bound on bandwidth is 4.14Mbps which is not possible
across most of the Internet subnets.

The upper bound stated

for delay is 12.8 milliseconds and 5 milliseconds for jitter.
Since the Internet has not implemented this RFC, these
options are not currently available. However, the suggestions
for predicting bandwidth and delay are applicable to this
implementation. Specifically, if Internet characteristics can
be predicted for a short period of time then the Internet could
function as a medium for video image transmission.
Table I shows the average delay of ping requests from node
to node across the Internet backbone during the month of March
1992.

Most nodes have an average delay between 50-60 msec.

However, this table only accounts for backbone delays and the
real system needs to determine delays from end to end.

To
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predict the delay from one node across the Internet to another
node during a specific time interval, software was developed in
this project to analyze current network status.

This code is

described in the next section.
Another factor to consider when using the Internet is
delay jitter.

Delay jitter is defined as the difference

between the delay times of different packets.

The total time

it takes for the various packets to arrive at the destination
varies based on current network operating conditions and the
routing of individual packets. The software used to establish
network operating conditions can also estimate network delay
jitter.

If the delay jitter is quite high it would be better

to limit the image transmission so as to smooth the display at
the viewing workstation.

3.1.1 Network Performance Analysis Software
Software for network performance analysis was developed to
predict the bandwidth available across the network.

Although

this code was initially developed to produce an estimate of
bandwidth at the start of a user session, after running some
tests it became apparent that the instantaneous operating
characteristics of the Internet vary too much to be used in
performance computations.

However, running the performance

analysis software repeatedly over an extended period of time
and collecting the bandwidth estimation results gives a general
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idea of the performance capabilities of the network between two
nodes.

The performance, as measured in network bandwidth and

delay, could then be compiled into a database for use at system
start up to determine the operating capabilities of the video
display system.
To analyze the bandwidth of the Internet between a home
site and a selected remote site, a routine was developed that
uses the UNIX ping function.
address on the Internet.

A ping is issued to a remote

The exact format of the command is:

ping -s "address" "packet size" 1 » "output file".

After a

successful ping, the following information is returned to the
workstation:
192.68.189.1 PING Statistics
2 packets transmitted, 2 packets received, 0% packet loss

round-trip (ms)

min/avg/max = 14/14/14

PING 192.68.189.1: 256 data bytes
264 bytes from bohemia.kp.nrao.edu (192.68.189.1): icmp_seq=0.
time=20. ms
This packet of data is parsed to extract packet size and round
trip times that can be used to predict network bandwidth. The
information gathered is written into an array and used in the
calculations of a least squares curve fitting routine[11]. The
following is a list of the equations used in the curve fitting
calculations.
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Equation Definitions
n = successful pings, t± = time for ping, bi = bits in ping
n
*i = £ ti =ms
i=l
n
y± = E

=bits

bi

1=1

xi
x =—-=ms
n

y =¥l=bits
n
n

xi

=£

{ti)2=ms2

i=l
n
yxi = T (ti*jbi) =ms*bits
i=l
Sxx is the Corrected Sum of Squares.
x2

S„ = (Xi)2 - -i = ms2
n
Sxv is the Corrected Sum of Cross Products.
—'
[X, * y.j
—
= xyi - —=——— = ms*bits
Using Sxx and Sxv the slope and offset of a bandwidth line
can be found.

slope = Jk = MiS.
S„

as
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offset = y -(slope*x) =bits

bandwidth= (1000*slope) +offset = ^1 tg
sec
The entire sequence of code used to predict the bandwidth
of the Internet is included in Appendix A and a flow chart of
the code is shown in Figure 3.1.

The code performs the

following operations:
Step 1) It lists a predefined selection of nodes in the
format of the hosts.txt file found on the NIC.MIL.DDN
host.

The user has a choice of either a default file

containing a list of nodes or a file with other selections
supplied as an argument at start up.

The user can also

supply a node number from the list file if it is known and
the code will start up automatically.
Step 2) The user selects a node and the software uses the
UNIX ping function to query that node. It tests the node
to verify that it is reachable.

Then the ping function

sends several different sized packets, that results of
which can be used in the bandwidth calculations.

It

stores the round trip time and packet loss results in a
file.
Step 3) The files are parsed to extract the average delay,
minimum delay, maximum delay, and percent packet loss.
Also at this point the information is processed through a
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least squares curve fitting algorithm to predict the
bandwidth available on the network.
Step 4) The results of steps 1 to 3 are then used to
predict

expected

network

bandwidth

and

network

performance.
The results of the data after putting them through the
curve fitting function give a general value that corresponds to
the

approximate

upper

limit

on

node

to

node

bandwidth.

Analysis has confirmed that this upper limit is consistent with
the actual bandwidth of a specific node to node communication
capability.

3.1.2 Network Performance Results
The

results of

summarized in

implementing the above algorithm

Appendix

B,

which

contains

a

are

graphical

representation of predicted bandwidth to some nodes on the
network taken every ten minutes over a twenty four hour period
of time.

This data is summarize in Table II.

As can be seen

in Appendix B, the bandwidth across Internet to the nodes
tested for this thesis varied from 50Kbps to about 500Kbps.
Bandwidth variance appeared to correspond to the distance and
hops between the nodes.

The greater the physical distance and

hops, the lower the bandwidth.
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Table II. Network Bandwidth Results
Site

Average Bandwidth

Standard Deviation

UTAH-MED-NET

37.30

25.26

UTSWMED

12.74

4.47

PITT-MEDNET

12.49

2.28

5.04

1.05

55.96

6.32

136.14

46.65

UMASSMED
BOHEMIA
ECEGATEWAY

Notes: Units are in Kilobytes per Second.
3.1.3 End to End Data Transmission
The method selected for retrieving images across the
network is the SUN Network File System Service(NFS). NFS is a
remote procedure call service that enables machines to share
files via a network interface.

It permits the user to access

remote files and hierarchies transparently, as if they were
local files[12].
Using the mount and umount commands, found in the SUN
operating system, the system
transparent to the user.
defined

on start up

can cross mount directories

If the machines of interest are

in the /etc/fstab file, then during

software execution the remote disk can be mounted with the
mount command and accessed.

Upon completion of the viewing

session the remote disk can be unmounted with the umount
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command.

This feature requires system or root privileges to

setup, but once the necessary system files are modified it will
be available to authorized users.
Once the control workstation disk is mounted

by the

viewing workstation, the images would become available at the
viewing workstation as if it were a directory on a local disk.
The software running at the viewing workstation would need only
to reference the next available image for display as if it were
a file in a subdirectory.

3.2 Video Image Compression
Image compression is necessary in this project due to the
limited bandwidth.

Depending on the image size and color

requirements, the bandwidth required for uncompressed full
motion video can extend into the hundreds of megabits per
second as seen in Table III.
Table III. Bandwidth to Transmit Video Images[13]
Frames/Second
1/3
3
15
24
30

Megabits/Second
3.00
27.00
135.00
215.00
270.00

Note: 750 x 500 pixel 3 byte full color RGB
frame used for calculations. These results
do not include any network overhead.
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Image compression reduces the amount of information to be
transferred, and this in turn reduces the bandwidth needed.
There are several factors which need to be considered prior to
selecting an image compression algorithm. In the telepathology
field the image recovery must be good. Image details necessary
for

proper

diagnosis

cannot

be

lost[14].

Some

lossy

compression algorithms may not be adequate, and many of the
current compression standards being developed do not have
lossless capabilities (ie. MPEG and CCITT H.261). In fact the
loss in those two standards will increase to meet the bandwidth
requirements[15,16].
Another problem associated with image compression and
decompression is the time compression requires. An example of
this is the motion detection algorithm

used in the MPEG

standard. This algorithm requires sliding a 16xl6-pixel block
from the current frame to the previous frame at quarter pixel
intervals looking for a match.

Each time the block is moved

the values within the rectangle must be subtracted and the
results accumulated.

This whole process is repeated until a

match is found or it is determined there is no match between
the

frames.

Given

the

intensity

of

these

mathematical

calculations software compression is unsuitable for everything
but the most basic image compression[17].
The following sections contain a description of three
different compression standards currently available.
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3.2.1 Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG)
In the late seventies and early eighties research began on
new types of image compression that could outperform current
compression technics.

By the late eighties some of the

standards developed were being implemented in add on cards for
UNIX and Macintosh workstations[18].
It became obvious that in order to ensure compatibility
among

the

developed.

various

vendors,

a

standard

would

have

to

be

Two standardization groups became involved in that

project, the Comite Consultatif International de Telegraphique
et

Telephonique(CCITT)

Organization(ISO).

and

These

the
two

International

groups

set

up

Standards
the

Joint

Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) to work closely with academic
and

industry

groups

to

develop

a

graphical

compression

standard.
The JPEG standard includes several parts that specify both
a lossless and lossy encoding capabilities. The four modes of
operation are:
a. Sequential encoding is where each component is encoded from
top to bottom and left to right.
b. Progressive encoding is a mode where each image is encoded
in multiple scans.

This allows the viewer to watch the image

build over several scans, from a more coarse image to a more
clear image with each successive pass.
c. Lossless encoding is where each image is encoded in such a
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manner as to allow for exact reproduction of the original
image.
d. Hierarchical encoding allows the images to be encoded at
different levels of resolution.

This would allow for lower

resolution images to be displayed without decompressing the
full resolution of the encoded image.
The 8x8 Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) based encoder is
the basis for the JPEG encoding process and was selected based
on the picture quality and compression possibilities. Research
performed by the JPEG committee has shown that relationships
between single frame pixels diminished quickly with a block
size greater than 8x8, and that computation time increased
without additional image encoding improvement.
The basic operation of the DCT is to transform a signal
from one type of representation to another.

The spatial

information is converted to frequency or spectral information.
This information is then used to quantify or compress the
information.
The purpose behind running the images through the DCT is
to capitalize on the information inherent in the low frequency
portion of an image.

In fact, most of the useful information

found in an image is contained in the DC offset found at
location (0,0) of each 8x8 block.

The higher frequency

components tend to have lower values and become less important
to the overall image quality.
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The format for the DCT is shown below along with the
inverse discrete cosine transform(IDCT):

N-1N-1
r ,
DCT(i, j ) ~—p = Cli) C(j) £ Y , P ^ e l (x.y )COsf
\2N
x=0y=0

1
C(x) =—
v/2

r

,

...

jC05

if x is 0, else 1 if X>0

N-1N-1
Pixel { x , y ) = - ± - Y ' V C[i) C(j) DCT(i, j) codL

i/2/?x=0y=0

C(x)=—
v/2

, . ,

{ 2 x * \ } i n Icosf

2W

-1

L

[ 2 y * \ } J'7t 1

2W

J

if x is 0, eise 1 if .£>0

Figure 3.2. Discrete Cosine Transform and the Inverse

The

output

from

the

DCT

is

a

64

coefficients that are uniformly quantized.

pixel

block

of

The step size is

user defined and determines the resolution of the end image.
Each DCT element can be a value between 1 and 255 after
quantization.

The

purpose

of

this

step

is

to

enable

compression to a value that is necessary for the desired image
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quality.
The formula used to define quantization is simple and is
shown below:
F(u,v)
Fq(u,v) = Integer Round
Q(u,v)
Fq(u,v) - Quantized Value
F(u,v) - Pixel output from DCT
Q(u,v) - Quantum
Q(u,v) is a table of values that is generated based on the
quantization factor.

The

best quantization factor would

normally be user specific and based on many factors.

Some of

the factors that would be taken into consideration are: the
image being displayed, the perception of the user, and the
viewing workstation characteristics.

Given that many of these

factors are based on user preference, it would be best to allow
user selection of a quantization factor in real-time.
The final step in the JPEG compression process is the
coding process. This step achieves a reduction in picture size
by lossless encoding the quantized values of the image based on
their statistical characteristics.

Even though the standard

specifies two methods of encoding only the Huffman coding
scheme

is described

here.

The other,

arithmetic

coding

algorithm, is not used in this application.
The first step in the encoding process is to change the
first element at location (0,0) in the 8x8 block from an
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absolute value to a relative value based on the last blocks DC
value.

Since images have a high degree of correlation between

blocks the DC value should be very small.
The second step in the encoding process after the DC value
determination, is the reordering of the 8x8 blocks in a zig
zag sequence.

The reason for this step is that after the

quantization step many of the coefficients will have a zero
offset from the DC value.

Since the zero values in an image

would normally be grouped in a defined area, encoding via a
left to right line by line method would not fully capitalize on
image characteristics.
The last step combines two algorithms into one step to
produce the final compressed image.

Instead of relying solely

on Huffman coding to compress the zero values, a run length
encoding (RLE) algorithm is also used.

A simple code was

developed to count the number of consecutive zeros that are
encountered and transmit only the total.

The RLE algorithm is

built into the encoding process.
A Huffman encoding algorithm, although not specified, is
included

in

externally
specific.

the

to

standard.

the JPEG

Huffman

encoder,

codes

and

may

are
be

specified

application

The output of the encoder after the above steps are

completed is a sequence of three tokens repeated until the
block is complete.

The three tokens are:

a. Run Length - The number of consecutive zeros that preceded
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the current element in the DCT output matrix.
b. Bit Count - The number of bits to follow in the amplitude
number.
c. Amplitude - The amplitude of the DCT coefficient.
There are two special cases where the Run Length and Bit
Count values need further explanation.
represents a zero run length of 16.

The value (15,0)

There can be up to three

(15,0) if the whole 64 value sequence is zero.

At the end of

this case an End of Block (EOB) needs to be inserted.

A (0,0)

EOB in the run length and bit count is interpreted as an escape
symbol and defines the end of the 8x8 sample block.
The variable length integer coding scheme defines the bit
count and amplitude values and takes advantage of the image
characteristic where most values that are not already at zero
should be very low. Therefore, the table for encoding assigns
Table IV. Variable Length Encoding
Bit Count
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Amplitude
-1,1
-3 to -2,2 to 3
-7 to -4,4 to 7
-15 to -8,8 to 15
-31 to -16,16 to 31
-63 to -32,32 to 63
-127 to -64,64 to 127
-255 to -128,128 to 255
-511 to -256,256 to 511
-1023 to -512,512 to 1023

the smallest bit count to the smallest values.

(See Table IV
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for actual values).

3.2.2 Moving Picture Expert Group (MPEG)
The

MPEG

standard

is

a

generic

independent of any one application.

standard

that

is

The standard relies on

block based motion compensation to reduce temporal redundancy,
and

a transformation

based

compression to reduce spatial

redundancy[20].
Motion compensation techniques are applied with both pure
predictive encoding and interpolative encoding. It is assumed
that blocks of the current picture can be produced

as a

translation from previous pictures.
The standard divides all pictures into three separate
categories[21].

The first category is Intra-coded pictures,

which are coded using only information from a single frame.
These pictures are inserted periodically to allow for random
access to any sequence of frames if the images were stored on
media.

These pictures also allow recovery from medium errors

or numerical error accumulation. All image display begins from
an Intra-coded picture.
The second category is a Predictive coded picture.

This

type of picture uses past Intra-coded or Predictive pictures.
The last category is a Bidirectionally-Predictive coded picture
which is coded using motion compensation prediction from past
or future Intra-coded or Predictive coded frames.
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The remaining signal is further compressed using spatial
redundancy reduction. This is best accomplished by running the
signal through a discrete cosine transform (DCT).

The DCT

transforms a 16x16 block of pixel intensities into a block of
frequency transformed coefficients.

The transform is then

applied to a new block until the entire image has been encoded.
Since DCT decorrelates the data, the transformed blocks are
likely to have long strings of zeros which can be encoded by a
run length encoder.

This run length encoder would give a

significant degree of compression.
The MPEG bit stream is divided into 6 layers with each
layer being a variable length sequence depending on the options
selected or available[16].

Table V defines the six layers of

syntax which are also described in the text following the Table
V.
The first layer is the Video Sequence Layer.

This layer

contains information such as the start sequence, frame size,
pel aspect ratio, and picture rate. The quantizer matrix used
in macro block encoding can be sent here and the necessary
buffering size is included.
The second layer is the Group of Pictures Layer. There is
timing

information

included

in

this

section

along

with

information used to determine the validity of the information
received (i.e. - is there a broken link in this sequence of
images).

The Picture Layer is next and includes the picture start
code and

temporal reference which is used

to adjust the

sequencing of pictures. Also at this layer the picture type is
Table V. MPEG Six Layer Definitions
Sequence Layer

One or more groups of pictures
over which video parameters
(i.e. - frame rate or size) do
not change.

Group of Picture Layer

Series of pictures beginning
with a Bidirectionally coded
picture after a Predictive
coded picture. Defines a
specific sequence of pictures.

Picture Layer

One of three types of pictures:
Intra-coded - self contained,
Predictive - motion compensated
from past frames,
Bidirectionally coded - motion
compensated using past or
future frames.

Slice Layer

Any number of macroblocks.

Macroblock Layer

A section of 4 luminance blocks
and 2 chrominance blocks.

Block Layer

An 8-pel by 8-line section of
luminance or chrominance
encoded components.

determined.
coded,

or

It could be either an Intra-coded, Predictive
Bidirectionally

coded

picture.

Motion

vector

direction used in calculating predictive frames is sent here.
The Slice Layer contains information about the DCT used to
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encode the data and therefore is used to reconstruct the image.
It is a series of Macroblocks starting at the upper left side
of the picture.

A slice can begin or end at any macroblock in

the picture, but it cannot overlap another slice. The minimum
number of slices per picture is 1.
The Macroblock Layer contains information regarding the
frame image compression.
smaller

areas and

Each frame can be divided into

compressed.

This type

of compression

functions very well when there are sizable areas on the screen
which do not change from frame to frame.

These areas offer a

significant reduction in used bandwidth since they do not have
to be transmitted every frame.

There are many options defined

here that deal with macroblock encoding such as pattern codes
and coding direction.
The last layer is the Block Data Layer and is used to
gather the final parameters necessary to reconstruct the image.
In this level an 8-line section of luminance or chrominance
component is defined.

The order of blocks is a macroblock is

top-left, top-right, bottom-left, bottom-right block for Y,
followed by Cb and Cr.
The decoding process is basically the inverse of the
encoding process and a typical MPEG decoder block diagram is
shown in Figure 3.3.
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3.2.3 CCITT H.261
In order to utilize the ISDN standard capacity to transmit
video images, the CCITT formed a study group to recommend a
standard.

After five years of studies, CCITT released H.261,

Video Codec for Audiovisual Services at p x 64 kbit/sec.
intended

application of this standard

videoconferencing.

Given

these

The

was videophone and

applications

the

coding

algorithm needs to operate in real time with a minimum of
delay.
The CCITT has adopted the Common Interface Format (CIF)
and the Quarter Common Interface Format (QCIF) as the video
formats for visual telephony.
shown in Table VI.

The bit rate parameters are

The maximum picture rate for both the CIF

and QCIF formats is 29.97 frames per second with the provision
that either 1, 2 or 3 frames may be dropped at the encoder
between transmitted frames[22].

Table VI. Parameters for CCITT Video Formats
CIF
QCIF
Line/Frame Pixel/Line Line/Frame Pixel/Line
Luminance (Y)

288

360(352)

144

Chrominance (Cb)

144

180(176)

72

180(176)
90(88)

Chrominance (Cr)
144
180(176)
72
90(88)
Note: The values in parentheses represent coded pixels.
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The uncompressed fait rates for transmitting CIF and QCIF
at 29.97 frames per second are 36.45 and 9.115 Mbps. Prior to
transmission on an ISDN line there needs to be a great deal of
video compression.

In fact if 1/3 of all the frames were

dropped from the QCIF format, a bit rate reduction of 47.5 to
1 is needed to transport the signal on a 64Kbps channel.
The video coding algorithm used by CCITT divides the CIF
and QCIF into a hierarchical block structure consisting of
Pictures, Groups of Blocks, Macro Blocks, and Blocks.

A Block

consists an 8 x 8 luminance or chrominance blocks.

A Macro

Block consists of four luminance Blocks and two chrominance
Blocks.

A Group of Blocks is a 3 x 11 set of Macro Blocks.

A

QCIF Picture has 3 Macro Blocks, while a CIF Picture is made up
of 12 Macro Blocks.
There are two schemes implemented in the H.261 standard to
reduce the bit rate required for network transmission.
is source encoding and entropy encoding.

There

Source encoding can

be further divided into intraframe (removes spatial redundancy)
and

interframe

encoding

redundancy between frames).

(removes

spatial

and

temporal

Entropy encoding reduces the bit

rate by taking advantage of the frequency properties of video
signals.
The source encoder is a combination of the Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT) and the Differential Pulse Code Modulation
(DPCM) with motion estimation.

Every Block in the picture is
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transformed into DCT coefficients, linearly quantized, and sent
to the video multiplex coder.
In the interframe encoding mode, the DPCM is in operation.
This mode requires the comparison of every luminance portion of
a Macro Block in the current frame with Macro Blocks in the
same area of the previous frame. Only those areas that meet a
set threshold of difference will be encoded and transmitted.
A video filter can be utilized at this point to remove high
frequency video noise.
The step size of the linear quantizer can be adjusted
depending on the utilization of the video buffer.

If the

buffer is getting full, the step size will be increased to
prevent overflow of the buffer.

Increasing the step size

degrades picture quality. The increasing and decreasing of the
step size occurs automatically.
To further increase coding efficiency, variable word
length entropy encoding is used. There are five variable wordlength coding tables for the quantized DCT coefficients.
The last aspect of the H.261 standard is the video coding
standard

that

is

quite

detailed.

The

output

that

is

transmitted from the encoder is broken down into four layers.
The top layer consists of 20-bit picture start code along with
the CIF/QCIF type, and the frame number.

This is a fixed

length header. The second layer is known as the GOB (group of
blocks) layer. It contains a 16-bit GOB start code, GOB screen
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position information, and quantizer information.

The third

layer is the Macro Block layer and consists of a variable
length code for the Macro Block address.

It also contains

information regarding the type of Macro Block (i.e. is it an
intraframe or interframe Macro Block, is it with or without
motion estimation, is the loop filter on or off). If the Macro
Block did not exceed the threshold for transmission it would
not have to be transmitted. The last layer is the Block layer
and contains actual DCT coefficients of a block followed by a
fixed length code indicating an end of block.

3.2.4 Compression Algorithm Selection
The CCITT H.261 video coding algorithm covers a wide range
of bit rates and real-time applications.

It is useful in a

variety of applications where picture degradation and loss can
be tolerated. The standard was developed for video telephones
and similar applications.

It would be unacceptable in this

application because there is jio control over loss parameters.
The output buffer determines the quantizer step size in real
time based on buffer utilization. In this application viewing
high resolution images requires that the user be able to adjust
bandwidth based on required image clarity.

The CCITT H.261

standard places bandwidth at a higher importance than image
quality.
The

This application has the opposite requirements.
MPEG

standard

will

not

suit

the

telepathology
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application due to the amount of picture loss.

The MPEG

resolution has been compared to VHS quality image transmission
when it runs at approximately 1.2Mbps.

However, even this

rough standard is exceeded when demanding applications arise.
Since it is assumed that video information can be predicted
much of the MPEG efficiency comes from image reconstruction.
Image prediction and reconstruction are fine for many video
applications such as movies, video games, video phones, and
similar uses. However, the loss associated with this standard
is not acceptable in the telepathology application.
It was determined that the JPEG standard is the best
suited for this application.

There are several reasons, but

the overriding feature was the compression performance along
with user control of some of the JPEG compression parameters.
The loss factor is critical in this application and it is
imperative that the user be comfortable with the image being
received.

The fact is, we do not know how much loss would be

acceptable to a pathologist. Conclusions based on visual tests
performed would allow a more specific compression algorithm to
be determined.

In the interim, allowing the quantization

factor to be adjustable gives users the ability to vary the
image quality to an acceptable state.
Another major benefit to user selectable quantization
factor is that the compression ratio can be varied during
transmission.

If the user determines that saving system
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bandwidth is necessary in order to visualize events at a pace
closer to real time he can set a low quantization factor.

In

the same sense if the user feels that very sharp and clear
pictures are necessary, he can adjust to a high quantization
factor and achieve better quality pictures at a slower rate.
A

software

implementation

of

the

JPEG

compression

algorithm was analyzed as part of this thesis.

The data

compression results showed an adequate reduction in image data,
but the time to perform image compression was long. Depending
on the image size, it took several seconds to compress a single
frame.

In

order

to

meet

the

real-time

image

display

requirements the compression algorithm must occur in a hardware
implementation.
There are a several manufactures who have implemented
image

compression

algorithms

running

in

hardware.

One

manufacturer claims to be able to deliver compressed images
(352x288) at up to 30 frames per second[15].

(See Table VII

for a list of the vendors and a summary of their product
offerings[23]).
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Table VII. Vendors for Image Compression Hardware
Vendor

Resolution

Model

Comp

PSITECH

Video/1

JPEG

640x480

8

VME

IITech

IVM

JPEG

352x288

24

PC-BUS

IVM

MPEG

352x240

24

PC-BUS

IVM

Px64

352X288

24

PC-BUS

Dolch

VIPER

JPEG

PC-BUS

New Media

SUPER

JPEG

PC-BUS

Graphics

MOTION

Telephoto

ALICE

JPEG

Optivis1n

OPTIPAC

JPEG

512x512

Bits

Bus

32

PC-BUS

12

PC-BUS

3.2.5 JPEG Compression Results
Figure 3.4 is a visual representation of the method used
to

determine

compression

results.

The

original

image,

represented by g(u,v), was JPEG compressed with a specific
quantization value.

The image was then uncompressed and this

image is represented by f(u,v).

The metric used to calculate

image quality was the root-mean-square signal-to-noise ratio
defined by the objective fidelity criteria[33].

The results
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are accumulated in Table VIII.

Note that the denominator of

the signal-to-noise ratio calculations is the error between the
original image and the uncompressed image.

An algorithm that

is truly lossless will cause the error to go to zero and the
signal-to-noise ratio to go to infinity.
The signal-to-noise ratio is based on the summation of all
the pixels in the entire image and the result is unique based
on image size and content. The results of the signal-to-noise
ratio calculations show that the image loss is relatively

Original
Image

Image Comprseeion
at Selected Q
Value

Uncompress
Image

Compression Quality Metric
N-l N—1
g(u,v)

N-l N—1

g2(x,y)
(*/y)/
j
x=0 y=0

[g(x,y)~f(x'y)]'

x=0
0 2y=0
"

Root-Mean-Square of the
Signal-to-Noise Ratio

Figure 3.4. JPEG Image Analysis Techniques

f(u,v)

Table VIII. Image Compression Results
Image 1 == Mountain Lion Image
Ratio
RMS SNR
Oricrinal
X
X
1.060M
JPEG 0=100
415.IK

2.6:1

19.83

JPEG 0=90
155.OK

6.8:1

16.42

JPEG 0=80
98.5K

10.8:1

15.49

JPEG 0=70
76.8K

13.8:1

15.06

JPEG 0=60
65.OK

16.3:1

14.69

JPEG 0=50
57.7K

18.4:1

14.69

JPEG 0=40
50.7K

20.9:1

14.28

JPEG 0=30
43.2K

24.5:1

13.80

JPEG 0=20
34.5K

30.7:1

13.00

GIF FMT
262.4K

4.0:1

X

Note: Image size = 736x480x24 bit
RMS SNR = Root-Mean-Square Signal to
Noise Ratio

Table VIII Continued. Image Compression Results
Oriainal
786.4K

Image 2 = Mandril Image
RMS SNR
Ratio
X
X

JPEG 0=100
372.6K

2.1:1

6.79

JPEG 0=90
158.OK

5.0:1

6.24

JPEG 0=80
107.2K

7.3:1

5.83

JPEG 0=70
82.4K

9.5:1

5.57

JPEG 0=60
67.OK

11.7:1

5.39

JPEG 0=50
57.OK

13.8:1

5.33

JPEG 0=40
48.2K

16.3:1

5.19

JPEG 0=30
39.2K

20.1:1

5.02

JPEG 0=20
29.3K

26.8:1

4.84

GIF FMT
140.OK

5.6:1

X

Note: Image size = 512x512x24 bit
RMS SNR = Root-Mean-Square Signal to
Noise Ratio

Figure 3.5. JPEG Compression vs Quantization Step Size
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stable at the middle of the graph regardless of size or
content.

Visual results based on my subjective analysis found

that quality factors down to 30 and 40 yield visually identical
images.
A

graphical

representation

of

image

compression

performance based on file size after compression is shown in
Figure 3.5.

It should be noted from this table that the JPEG

compressed images yield only slightly better compression at the
lower quantization factors.
Figure 3.5.

This is also demonstrated in

A rough post script copy of the two images used

for JPEG compression testing and analysis are found in Appendix
C.

3.3 User Interface Requirements
The viewing workstation will initiate all communications
with the control workstation.

It is at this point where most

of the software developed for this project will be executed.
The initialization and user interface software both run in the
viewing workstation.

The user interface has the features to

control the minimum configuration for a real-time telepathology
system[9], as well as some additional features such as the JPEG
quantization selection factor.
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4. TELEPATHOLOGY SYSTEM DESIGN
This section describes the setup necessary to implement a
telepathology system via the Internet network. Each component
of the system is described in this section.

4.1 Complete Telepathology System Design
The complete system divides into four separate parts.
Figure 2.1, shown previously in this thesis, illustrates these
four parts.

Each part was individually modeled and tested.

The tests simulated system interconnections and the results
helped determine the actual requirements for a complete system.

4.1.1 Detailed Microscope Interface
The function of the microscope interface is to process
positioning commands received from the user.

These commands

correspond to software switches implemented on the viewing
workstation window.

Some of these commands are used for

positioning on the x-y plane and would allow the user to pan
the specimen in front of the lens of the microscope.

There

would also be focusing and magnification commands.
The microscope commands issued at the viewing workstation
are ASCII text commands which would be transmitted across the
Internet

to the control workstation where they

would

be

directed to the microscope.
The interface to the microscope's positioning system is
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though an RS232 interface that is located on the control
workstation. Serial interface ports are commonly available on
many computer systems.

The control workstation receives a

command from the network interface and forwards that command to
the microscope positioning system.

Since the positioning

commands required by the microscope's table are standard ASCII
characters, the viewing workstation should issue the commands
across the network in ASCII characters.
The control workstation communicates with the microscope
positioning system at 9600 baud.

A serial baud rate (9600) is

slow compared to the speed of the Internet, however since most
positioning commands are only a few bytes in length it is
sufficient in this application.

Table IX contains a list of

commands that would be issued from the viewing workstation
across the network to the control workstation.
It should be noted that the commands specified in Table IX
are a subset of the Parker Model 303 positioning system[24].
This set of commands was chosen to allow for the development of
a custom positioning system or the purchase of a commercially
available system.

The Parker Model 303 commercial system has

an extensive library of commands and custom features not listed
in the Table.
A

video

camera

interface

will

be

connected

to

the

microscope lens and would acquire the video images from the
microscope. The output from the microscope's video camera will

be NTSC format.

There are several sources for this item. The

following is a description offered by Edmond Scientific that
would be suitable for this application[25]. The specifications
are as follows:
SSC-C350
Signal Format
Horizontal Resolution
Picture Elements
Color
Automatic White Balance
Minimum Illumination

NTSC
330 lines
510HX492V
YES
YES
2.5 lux

SSC-S20
NTSC/YC STD
480 lines
768HX494V
YES
YES
4.0 lux

The overall design for the microscope interface is shown
in Figure 4.1.

Ethernet
Output

NTSC Video
Output

System

Figure 4.1. Microscope Interface Design
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Table IX. Commands Issued to Microscope
Command

Description

D(+)xxxxxxxx

Set move direction and distance

K

Kill the output with no deceleration

PRX

Request position of X axis

PRZ

Request position of Z axis

Vxx.x

Set desired velocity

G

Go

MPA

Set to absolute positioning mode

PRY

Request position of Y axis

S

Normal stop

Z

Software reset

X/ Y/ Z/

Sends all subsequent commands to the
specified port.

XY/ XZ/ YZ/

Allows all subsequent commands to be
directed to the specified ports.

XYZ/

Sends commands to all three axis
controllers.

4.1.2 Control Workstation Definition
The commands directed

to the microscope through the

control workstation could be easily redirected by a print
command through the serial port. The viewing workstation would
send

the

syntactically

correct

commands

to

the

control
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workstation.

A serial port in this workstation will be

utilized to command the microscope's positioning system.
The

control

workstation

has

the

most

demanding

requirements of all the components in the system.

The image

from the camera needs to be processed into a packet suitable
for network transmission at this point.

The output from the

video camera would be fed directly into the frame grabber/video
compression card.

One commercial vendor of this type of

hardware is PsiTech with their Video/Graphics Controller[15].
The

Video/1 product

offered

by

PsiTech

offers the

frame

grabbing and video compression features in a single 6U VME
card[10].

The following is a list of features advertized for

that product:
a. NTSC Format for Input
b. Digitization in Real Time
c. JPEG Compliant Compression
d. Selectable Compression Ratios from 8:1 to 100:1
Another
conjunction

vendor
with

a

of

a

video

module
frame

that

could

grabber

is

be

used

in

Integrated

Information Technology's board level compression adapter[26].
This system was developed for a personal computer standard bus.
The board offers the following features:
a. Px64, MPEG, and JPEG encoding algorithms supported,
b. 352x288 encode/decode at 30 frames per second
c. Complete Standard Implementations in Hardware
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The interesting aspect of this board is that it offers all
three compression standards discussed in this thesis on one
board.

This product would allow for experimentation with the

different

video

modifications.

compression

algorithms

without

hardware

Video frame compression is a very demanding

application, but is necessary in this application to achieve
any degree of motion information.

The output of the video

compression card would be stored in frame buffers set aside to
hold the latest image.

The code running to process the video

images should be limited in size and complexity and not add
significantly to the system overhead.

4.1.3 Network Connections and Analysis
The Internet nationwide

network was selected

as the

transmission medium for this project. This network provides an
end-to-end transmission medium that is readily available at
many locations and is easy to connect to.

Many universities

and research facilities are already connected to the Internet
network.

Approximately 750,000 hosts span the globe[30].

A

major drawback of this transmission medium was the bandwidth.
Using the IIT JPEG integrated vision module which gives
(352 x 288) full color compression, only about 4 frames a
second of data could realistically be transmitted to some parts
of the Internet.

The calculations used to determine this

factor are as follows:
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Image size = (352 * 288) * 24 = 2.4M bits/image
Compression ratio (Q=50) from Table VIII = 1.0M/58.0K = 17
Compressed image (Q=50) = 2.4M/17 = 140K bits/frame
Usable Bandwidth of Internet = ".5Mbit/140K = 3.6 frames
Based on this these factors the image on the screen would
be slowly updating.

The color would be good and the static

frame images could easily be generated from the individually
compressed JPEG frames.
The

information

gathered

from

the

network

analysis

software would be stored in a local database that would inform
the user of the approximate update rate of the images seen.

4.1.4 User Interface and Viewing Workstation
At the receiving end, image decompression on a frame by
frame basis requires less time to complete.

The reason for

this is that there is not a motion prediction algorithm running
at the viewing workstation. Prediction of motion from frame to
frame requires the repeated comparison of blocks of frame data
over small incremental distances[17].

The decompression of

these images is not as CPU intensive since it does not need to
predict image placement.

During image decompression the only

task performed is decoding the bit stream and displaying the
results.
The data decoding could be handled with software, however
at four frames per second the decoding software used in this
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simulation would not be able to keep pace with the frame
transmittal. Therefore using the decoding capabilities of the
IIT

Integrated

Vision

Module

(IVM)

would

be

the

best

alternative. The IIT IVM decodes all three types (JPEG, MPEG,
Px64) of compressed images in real-time (30 frames/sec)[26].
Displaying

data

would

be

done

Environment on a Sun Workstation.

in

the

Open

Windows

A public domain version of

an image display package is located on the Internet.

This

software is titled "ImageMagick" and has many features useful
in displaying images.

It is however, rather slow in its image

retrieval and generation, and should be stripped to the minimum
required for image display.
The users interface at the viewing workstation is a Sun
SPARCstation running Open Windows.

There are six features

included on the screen for user control.

The screen needs two

sliding bar options that would move the sample in the XY plane.
The Z axis would be the focus axis and need only be an up or
down button. The magnification axis is a list that would allow
the user to select a desired magnification.

Selecting one of

the previous four options would cause the computer to output a
command to one of the positioning tables. There is a button to
command the movement on all axis to stop. There are also some
buttons that would be used to increase or decrease quantization
of the JPEG compression algorithm.

The last feature would be

the image displayed in a window. The image resolution would be
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determined by the microscope camera's pixel resolution.
Code
interface.
windowing

was

developed

to

demonstrate

a

complete

This code was written in C using the
system.

XView

(X

user
XView

Window-System-based

Visual/Integrated Environment for Workstations) is a userinterface toolkit developed to support interactive, graphicsbased applications running under the X Window System[27,28].
The software displays the user interface and provides the shell
necessary to complete the development of the image display.
The code listing used for the user interface is included in
Appendix D and a picture is provided in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2. User Interface
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5. CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY
This

project

was

divided

into

four

components,

the

microscope interface, control workstation, network interface,
and the viewing workstation.

Each of these components was

simulated and the results of the simulations are documented.

5.1 Discussion of Results
The

proposed

system

was

implemented

using

the

programming language under the UNIX operating system.

C

SunOS

4.1.1 was the version number of the operating system and
Openwindows version 2 and 3 were used to develop the user
interface.
A sequence of video frames was compressed and displayed
across the network using the user interface software developed.
The compression software is a public domain package that was
developed by the Independent JPEG Group and is widely available
on

the

Internet.

The

display

software,

minus the

user

interface, is from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's
export.lcs.mit.edu workstation under the contrib subdirectory.
It is also a public domain package developed by John Cristy.
The display was able to directly display JPEG images without
going through an external intermediate step, but it took quite
a bit longer to process the images.
The system

was initially

tested

across the ethernet

network at the National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO)
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office at the University of Arizona Campus.

The control

workstation was simulated by the Sun IPX workstation which is
the network server, and the viewing workstation was simulated
'V

by a Sun IPC workstation.
The bandwidth verification tests were performed from the
Sun IPX network server to an IPX station located at the 12
meter NRAO telescope site on Kitt Peak.

Using the verbose

routing information option it was determined that the packets
make twelve hops to get to the station at Kitt Peak.

The

network analysis software was tested by running the program for
several days and then using ftp to retrieve some large files
from that same node.

Results showed

that the bandwidth

predicted was consistent with the bandwidth actually obtained.
After running the bandwidth prediction software for several
days, the predicted value between the two nodes was 448Kbps.
By retrieving several large files via the ftp command we have
found the actual transfer rates were around 432Kbps.

The is a

difference of 4%.
The remainder of the system functioned properly. However,
the results achieved in this thesis found that only four or
five frames a second of image data could be transmitted.
limitation is due to the bandwidth of the Internet.

The

Even with

the limitations, the Internet is still a good selection in this
application due to it's availability and low expense.

It does

not have the capabilities to carry images in real-time, but it
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is

less

expensive

than

high

bandwidth

alternatives

and

currently has greater bandwidth than modem connections.
To allow a full motion real-time video system the network
bandwidth would have to be as follows.
Image size = (352 * 288) * 24 = 2.4 Mbits/frame
JPEG compression ratio = 17:1
Compressed Image = 2.4M/17 = 140K bits/frame
Full Motion =30 frames/sec * 14OK bits/frame =4.2 Mbps.
Somewhere in the 4-5 Mbps range would allow full motion video
using the system outlined in section 4.
There are nationwide networks that have more bandwidth
available.

The 45Mbps NSFNET which has 17 nodes in the

Internet and serves as the backbone for the Internet is one
currently available network with more bandwidth. Unfortunately
the NSFNET network lacks the wide distribution of the Internet
as a whole.

The National Research and Education Network

(NREN), which is due to go on line in 1999, is another network
that has higher communication rates.

This network is planned

to be in the gigabit per second range, but is not available.
This project would be one application for the NREN system when
is becomes available.
The components for the microscope interface are available
from many sources. The assembly of this section of the project
would be relatively simple.
remote

stepper

motor

Code was written to control a

positioning

system.

Using

the
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commercially available positioning system worked well and would
save the development cost of designing a new system.
The control workstation needs some hardware to interface
to the output of the microscope.

A frame grabber and JPEG

compression board would complete the hardware requirements for
this section of the project.

The software operating in this

machine would pipe commands received from the user workstation
via the network to the microscope.
would achieve this.

A simple socket connection

The output of the microscope would be

buffered into memory and sent to the viewing workstation as
quickly as possible.
The user interface developed for the viewing workstation
was simple to use and intuitive in it's operation.

Using

Openwindows to develop this interface allows easy incorporation
of updates and facilitates system maintenance.

Images are

displayed using available software packages.

5.2 Current Constraints
The bandwidth of the transmission medium is the limiting
factor in this application. Even with the Internet backbone at
T3 (45Mbps) capabilities, most of the subnets are at T1
(1.5Mbps) rates or slower. 1.5Mbps does not have the bandwidth
to carry video transmission.
Also many of the calculations of this system were based on
theoretical hardware.

This is especially true in the control
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workstation and microscope interface.
model of the system

could

A much more precise

be constructed

if the control

workstation and microscope interface were defined based on
available hardware.

5.3 Future Work
Additional projects could be undertaken to more fully
utilize the concepts presented in this thesis.

One project

would be to model the microscope interface. This project could
be done in software on a workstation.

When a command is

received from the viewing workstation the emulation would
interpret the command and modify the image returned as though
it were actually being repositioned or magnified.

That would

require chopping the original image into a predefined number of
pixels and moving the section of the image transmitted as
positioning commands were received. This project would verify
the microscope command table and offer a real time simulation
of the user interface.
Another project would be to investigate image compression
algorithms tailored specifically for this application.
video

image

compression

standards

investigated

in

The
this

application were developed for systems where loss is acceptable
as

long

as the

bandwidth

requirements were

met.

These

algorithms perform very well for their designed applications.
Pathologists, on the other hand, use panoramic scanning to
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examine slides.
microscope

much

As a specimen moves across the lens of the
of

the

data

being

displayed

remains

constant[2]. A compression algorithm tailored specifically to
this type of application would greatly reduce the amount of
data transmitted. Depending on the speed and direction of the
scan, it could be limited to several hundred pixels per frame.
A compression algorithm designed for this application could
reduce the bandwidth requirements enough to function on the
current Internet system.
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Appendix A - NETWORK ANALYSIS SOFTWARE
#include "stdio.h"
#include "string.h"
#include "math.h"
#define
#define
#define
#define

PAGELENGTH 24
PAGEWIDTH 130
PINGS 5
/* Number of pings sent to node
*/
TIMES 2
/* Number of repeats to ping a node */

/* Function
extern char
extern char
extern void

declarations */
*get_node();
*test_node();
compt_ls_sqs();

/* Global variable declarations */
float slope=0,offset=0,throughputs;
int delay[2][(TIMES*PINGS)+1];
/* array to hold the delay
times
and
an
array
terminator
for curve
fitting */
int verbose=l;
main(argc, argv)
int argc;
char *argv[];
/************************************************************

* main()
*
*
Main calls get_node and test_node. Then displays the *
* results in a series of print statements. This code would*
* be integrated with the entire system, and is only the
*
* code necessary for initialization.
*
************************************************************/

{
char node**[20];
int avg_delay = 0;
float packet_loss = 0.0;
if(get_node(argc, argv, node) == NULL)
exit(l);
if(test_node(node,&avg_delay,&packet_loss) == NULL)
exit(1);
/* Display results */
printf("\naverage delay = %d ms\n", avg_delay);
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printf("packet loss = %.2f %% \n", packet_loss);
printf("slope = %.2f bits/msec\n", slope);
printf("offset = %.2f bits\n", offset);
printf("bandwidth = %.2f bits/sec\n", throughput);
/* Display bandwidth in Kbps also */
printf("%.2f Kbytes/s\n\n", throughput/8000.0);

char *get_node(ftest, fname,node)
int ftest;
char *fname[];
char *node;
/************************************************************

* get _node()
*
*
This module takes a user supplied input file or the *
* med.txt file and displays a list of network nodes and
*
* their addresses. The user then selects the desired node *
* from the list and it is extracted from the file and
*
* returned. Node format is as listed in the hosts.txt
*
* file found at the NIC.DDN.MIL information service.
*
************************************************************/
{
FILE *fp, *fopen();
short select=0,psel=PAGELENGTH;
int selc,i;
char response[5],*test,scrt[PAGEWIDTH];
char line[PAGEWIDTH],*file_status;
/* Open user supplied network file or default file */
if ((ftest>l) && (fp=fopen(fname[l],"r"))==NULL)

{
fprintf(stderr,"get_node: can't open %s or med.txt\n",
fname[1]);
return(NULL);
}
else if((fp=fopen("med.txt","r"))==NULL)

{
fprintf(stderr,"get_node: can't open %s or med.txt\n",
fname[l]);
return(NULL);

}
/* If user preselected a node from list use that one and
bypass listing */
if(ftest > 2)

{
verbose =0;
selc = select = atoi(fname[2]) ;
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}
else
{
/* Display file entries along with a selection number */
while((file_status = fgets(line, PAGEWIDTH, fp)) !=
NULL)
{
select++;
printf("%3d - %s",select,line);
if (select >= psel)

{
printf("\n\nSelect a node by typing the value or
<RET> for more - ");
test = gets(response);
selc = atoi( test );
if ((selc > 0) && (selc <= select))
break;
else
psel += PAGELENGTH;

}

}
/* End of file reached - User selects a node or quits */
if(file_status == NULL)
{
printf("Select a node by typing the value or <ESC>
to exit - ");
gets(response);
selc = atoi(response);

}
}
Test response for validity */
if ((selc<=0) jj (seloselect))

{
fprintf(stderr,"get_node: can't get selected node %d.\n\n",selc);
return(NULL);

}
else
{
fseek(fp, 0L, 0);
for(i=0; i<selc; i++)
fgets(1ine, PAGEWIDTH, fp);
sscanf(line,"%s : %s : %s\n"/ scrt, node, scrt);

}
fclose(fp);
return(node);
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char *test_node(node, avg_delay, packet_loss)
char *node;
int *avg_delay;
float *packet_loss;
/************************************************************
* test_node()
*
*
This module uses the node address selected and
*
* calculates the pertinent parameters for that node. It
*
* accomplishes this by pinging the node the using the
*
* system PING command and collecting the data received in *
* files for analysis. The parameters collected are network*
* delay for various sized packets and packet loss. These *
* values are returned in delay and packet_loss.
*
************************************************************/
{
FILE *fp, *fopen();
char output[PAGEWIDTH],input[PAGEWIDTH],*token;
static char *delim = "
short count=0,temp;
int i,field,packet_sum=0;
if(verbose)
printf("Checking system parameters - be patient\n\nH);
/* First check to see if the node is alive */
sprintf(output, "/usr/etc/ping %s >netloss.dat", node);
printf("\n pinging %s\n",node);
system(output);
fp = fopen("netloss.dat", "r");
fgets(input,PAGEWIDTH,fp);
if(!strstr(input,11alive"))

{
printf("Target system is not responding\n");
return(NULL);
}

fclose(fp);
/* Remove old copies of the status files if they exist. */
system("rm -f ping.dat delay.dat");
/* Ping the selected node the required number of times
specified by PINGS and TIMES variables */
for(i=0x20; count < PINGS; i«=l,count++)
{
for(temp=0; temp < TIMES; temp++)

{
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sprintf(output, "/usr/etc/ping -s %s %d 1
»ping.dat\n", node, i);
system(output);

}
if(verbose)
printf("Now issuing %s",output);

}
/* Extract the number of lost pings from the ping.dat file */
system("grep packet ping.dat >netloss.dat");
fp = fopen("netloss.dat", "r");
for(i=0; i<PINGS*TIMES; i++)
{
if(fgets(input,PAGEWIDTH,fp) == NULL)
{
printf("Error analyzing node data - Node may be
down.\n");
*packet_loss = 100.0;
return(NULL);

}
else
{
/* Parse ping string for packet loss */
token = strtok(input, delim);
token = strtok(NULL, delim);
token = strtok(NULL, " ");
*packet_loss += atof(token);
}

}
/* Calculate the average packet loss */
*packet_loss /= (float)(PINGS*TIMES);
fclose(fp);
/* Determine the average delay for different size packets */
system("grep icmp_seq ping.dat >delay.dat");
fp = fopen("delay.dat","r");
count=0;
while( fgets(input,PAGEWIDTH,fp) != NULL)
{
token = strtok(input,"=");
token = strtok(NULL,"=");
token = strtok(NULL,"=");
/* Convert round trip time to one way */
delay[0][count] = (atof(token))/2;
*avg_delay += delay[0][count];
count++;

}
if (count 1= 0)
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*avg_delay /= count;
else
*avg_delay = 0;
fclose(fp);
/* Build an array of delay data points for curve fitting */
fp = fopen("delay.dat","r");
count=0;
while( fgets(input,PAGEWIDTH,fp) 1= NULL)
{
/* Convert bytes to bits */
delay[1][count] = (atoi(input)) * 8;
count++;

}
/* Compute Least Squares for line fitting */
compt_ls_sqs(count);
fclose(fp);
return(node);
}

void compt_ls_sqs(count)
/************************************************************

* comp_ls_sqs()
*
This subroutine uses the results gathered from
* pinging the node with different sized packets and
* calculates a least squared curve fitting function.

*
*
*
*

************************************************************/

short count;
{
float sum_times=0.0,
sum_bits=0.0,
sum_times_sqd=0.0,
sum_bits_sqd=0.0,
sum_bits_times=0.0,
avg_times,
avg_bits,
Sxx,
Sxy;
short i;
/* count is the number of times ping was successful */
if(count != 0)
{
for(i=0; i<count; i++)

{
sum_times += (float)delay[0][i];
sum_bits += (float)delay[1][i];
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sum_times_sqd += (float)(delay[0][i] * delay[0][i]);
sum_bits_sqd += (float)(delay[1][i] * delay[1][i]);
sum_bits_times += (float)(delay[0][i] * delay[1][i]);
}
avg_times = sum_times / (float)count;
avg_bits = sum_bits / (float)count;
Sxx = sum_times_sqd - ((sum_times * sum_times) /
(float)count);
Sxy = sum_bits_times - ((sum_times * sum_bits) /
(float)count);
slope = Sxy / Sxx;
offset = avg_bits + (slope * avg_times);
Calculate throughput based on a 1 second time interval*/
throughput = (1000*slope)+offset; /* bits per second */
}
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Appendix B - STATISTICAL SITES
The following is a list of
for bandwidth availability:

nodes used for gathering data

UTAH-MED-NET

University of Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah

UTSWMED

South
Center
Texas

PITT-MEDNET

University of
Biomedical
Pennsylvania

UMASSMED

University of Massachusetts
Medical Center
Massachusetts

BOHEMIA

National Radio Astronomy
Observatory
Kitt Peak, Arizona

ECEGATEWAY

University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona
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Appendix C - IMAGES USED IN METRIC CALCULATIONS
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Figure C.l. Mountain Lion Image
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Appendix D - USER INTERFACE SOFTWARE
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#define
#define
#define
#define

<stdio.h>
<sys/file.h>
<ctype.h>
<xview/xview.h>
<xview/panel.h>
<xview/tty.h>
<xview/termsw.h>
<xview/textsw.h>
<xview/scrollbar.h>
<xview/notice.h>
<xview/cms.h>
"disp^mage.h"

MAXMBLINE 2050
TIMEOUT (-1)
INPERR (-2)
SIGRCV (-3)

/* Global defines */
/* Command buufer for remote commands
char command[20];
int z_pos = 50000;
/* z-axis or focus position
*/
Display *dpy;
int xv_fd = -1,
*/
/* Socket File Descriptor
remote_fd = -1,
Remote
Socket
File
Descriptor
*/
/*
kill_flag = FALSE; /* Signal the window to quite */
main(argc,argv)
/*************************************************/
/* main()
*/
/* Initiate viewing workstation window and send */
/* initialization factors to the microscope
*/
/*************************************************/

int argc;
char *argv[];

{
xv_init(XV_INIT_ARGC_PTR_ARGV,Sargc,argv,NULL);
/* Initialize positioning system maximum velocity */
sprintf(command,"WXYZ/V100.o\n");
sock_send(remote_fd,command);
/* Initialize Xview system for display */
if( xv_setup() == -1)
exit(0);
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/* Initialize remote socket communications */
if( remote_init() == -1)
exit(0);
/* Start window */
xv_comm();
exit(0);
}

int xv_setup()
/*************************************************/
/* xv_setup()
*/
/* This routine sets up the display system and
*/
/* links its file desciptor to notify_dispatch
*/
/* routine.
*/

/*************************************************/
{
Notify_value stop_output();

/* This file creates all the Xview screen I/O items */
#include "disp_image.code"
notify_interpose_destroy_func(display_base,
stop_output);
xv_set(display_base, XV_SH0W, TRUE);
dpy = (Display *) XV_DISPLAY_FROM_WINDOW(display_base);
xv_fd = XConnectionNumber(dpy);
XFlush(dpy);
return(xv_fd);

>
int remote_init()
/*************************************************/
/* remote_init()
*/
/* This routine sets up the display system and
*/
/* links its file desciptor to notify_dispatch
*/
/* routine.
*/
/*************************************************/

{

int pid;
if((remote_fd = sock_connect("REMOTE_MICROSCOPE")) == NULL)
return(-1);
else
return(remote_fd);

}
Notify_value image_display(paint,event,arg)

/*************************************************/

/* image_display()
/* Panel start-up funtions

*/
*/

/*************************************************/

Xv_Window paint;
Event *event;
caddr_t arg;

{
auto_connect(paint,event);

}
void move_x(item,value,event)
/*************************************************/
/* move_x()
*/
/* Process x axis slider bar inputs
*/
/*************************************************/

Panel_item item;
int value;
Event *event;

(
sprintf(command,"X/MPA\n");
sock_send(remote_fd,command);
sprintf(command,"X/D%d\n",(value*100));
sock_send(remote_fd,command);
sprintf(command,"X/G\n");
sock_send(remote_fd,command);
}

void move_y(item,value,event)
/*************************************************/
/* movey()
*/
/* Process y axis slider bar inputs
*/
/*************************************************/

Panel_item item;
int value;
Event *event;

{
sprintf(command,"Y/MPAXn");
sock_send(remote_fd,command);
sprintf(command,,,Y/D%d\n",(value*100));
sock_send(remote_fd,command);
sprintf(command,MY/G\n");
sock_send(remote_fd,command);

}
void move_mag(item,value,event)
/*************************************************/
/* move_mag()
*/
/* Process lens rotational axis commands
*/

/*************************************************/

Panel_item item;
int value;
Event *event;

{
sprintf(command,"W/MPA\n11);
sock_send(remote_fd,command);
sprintf(command,"W/D%d\nl,/(value * 10000));
sock_send(remote_fd,command);
sprintf(command,nW/G\n");
sock_send(remote_fd,command);

}
int Kill_mov(item,event)
y*************************************************/

/* Kill_mov()
/* Kill all movment on all four axis

*/
*/

/*************************************************/

Panel_item item;
Event *event;

{
sprintf(command,"XYZ/S\n");
sock_send(remote_fd,command);
auto_connect(item,event);
}

int move_z_up(item,event)
/*************************************************/
/* move_z_up()
*/
/* The focus up button is processed here. The z */
/* position is incremented here and clamped to
*/
/* 10000.
*/
/*************************************************/

Panel_item item;
Event *event;

{
z_pos += 500;
if (z_pos >= 100000)
z_pos = 100000;
sprintf(command,,,Z/D+%d\n", z_pos);
sock_send(remote_fd,command);
sprintf(command,"Z/GXn");
sock_send(remote_fd,command);
auto_connect(item f event);

}
int move_z_dn(item,event)
/*************************************************/
/* move_z_dn()
*/
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/* The focus down button is processed here. The */
/* z position is decremented here and clamped to */
/ * 0.
*/
/*************************************************/
Panel_item item;
Event *event;
{
z_pos -= 500;
if (z_pos <= 0)
z_pos =0;
sprintf(command,,,Z/D-%d\n", z_pos);
sock_send(remote_fd,command);
sprintf(command,"Z/G\n");
sock_send(remote_fd,command);
auto_connect(item,event);

}
void quant_jpeq(item,value,event)
/*************************************************/
/* quant_jpeg()
*/
/* Called when JPEG quantization factor has been */
/* changed by user. Value is calculated by the */
/* integer value returned with the button pushed.*/
/*************************************************/
Panel_item item;
int value;
Event *event;

{
switch (value){
case 0: value = 10;
break;
case 1:
case 2:
case 3: value *= 20;
break;
default: value = ((value - 3) * 10) + 60;
break;
}
sprintf(command,"JPEG Quantization factor =
value);
sock_send(remote_fd,command);
}

xv_comm()
/*
/*
/*
/*

xv_comm()
*/
This routine accepts input from the mouse and */
keyboard and initiates the appropriate action.*/
It uses a socket library that allows for easy */

%d\n",
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/* implementation of network communications.

*/

/*************************************************/

{
char msg[MAXMBLINE];
int len, s=-l;
int timeout = 0;
while(1)
{
/* Wait here until an update occurs in the window */
switch(s=sock_sel(msg, &len, &xv_fd, 1, timeout, 1)){
case SIGRCV:
case INPERR:
case TIMEOUT:
break;
default:
notify_dispatch();
if(kill_flag)
return(0);
break;

}
}

}
Notify_value stop_output(client, status)
/*************************************************/
/* stop_output()
*/
/* Set kill flag to stop window display
*/
Notify_client client;
Destroy_status status;

{
kill_flag = TRUE;

}
/*************************************************/

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

These routines create all the user I/O
*/
interface items on the screen. It defines a */
canvas and all the buttons used. This file is*/
included in the start up of the communications*/
interface.
*

/*************************************************/

display_base = xv_create(NULL,FRAME,
XV_SHOW,TRUE,
FRAME_LABEL,"Display",
FRAME_NO_CONFIRM,TRUE,
XV_X,400,

XV_Y,317,
XV_WIDTH,737,
XV_HEIGHT,473,
o);
control_panel = xv_create(display_base,PANEL,
XV_X,0,
XV_Y,0,
0) ?
Image_Display = xv_create(display_base,CANVAS
WIN_CONSUME_EVENT,WIN_NO_EVENTS,
CANVAS_AUTO_SHRINK,FALSE,
XV_X,133,
XV_Y,55,
XV_WIDTH,540,
XV_HEIGHT,372,
CANVAS_WIDTH,540,
CANVASJHEIGHT,372,
0);
xv_set(canvas_paint_window(Image_Display),
WIN_CONSUME_EVENT,WIN_ASCII_EVENTS,
WIN_CONSUME_EVENT,WIN_MOUSE_BUTTONS,
WIN_CONSUME_EVENT,LOC_DRAG,
WIN_EVENT_PROC,image_display,
o);
X_axis = xv_create(control_panel,PANEL_SLIDER
PANEL_NOTIFY_PROC,move_x,
PANEL_LABEL_X,11,
PANEL_LABEL_Y,443,
PANEL_VALUE_X,61,
PANEL_VALUE_Y,443,
PANEL_LABEL_STRING,"X axis",
PANEL_SLIDER_WIDTH,540,
PANEL_MIN_VALUE,0,
PANEL_MAX_VALUE,1000,
PANEL_SHOW_RANGE,TRUE,
PANEL_SHOW_VALUE,TRUE,
PANEL_VALUE,385,
PANEL_NOTIFY_LEVEL,PANEL_DONE,
PANEL_DIRECTION,PANEL_HORIZONTAL,
0) ;
Y_axis = xv_create(control_panel,PANEL_SLIDER
PANEL_NOTIFY_PROC,move_y,
PANEL_LABEL_X,593,
PANEL_LABEL_Y,35,
PANEL_VALUE_X,643,
PANEL_VALUE_Y,35,
PANEL_LABEL_STRING,"Y axis",
PANEL_SLIDER_WIDTH,360,
PANEL_MIN_VALUE,0,
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PANEL_MAX_VALUE,1000,
PANEL_SHOW_RANGE,TRUE,
PANEL_SHOW_VALUE,TRUE,
PANEL_VALUE,578,
PANEL_NOTIFY_LEVEL,PANEL_DONE,
PANEL_DIRECTION,PANEL_VERTICAL,
0)?
Magnif = xv_create(control_panel,PANEL_CHOICE,
PANEL_NOTIFY_PROC,move_inag,
PANEL_LABEL_X,33,
PANEL_LABEL_Y,124,
PANEL_VALUE_X,33,
PANEL_VALUE_Y,141,
PANEL_LABEL_STRING,"Magnify",
PANEL_LAYOUT,PANEL_VERTICAL,
PANEL_VALUE,0,
PANEL_CHOICE_STRING,0,"50",
PANEL_CHOICE_STRING,1,"100",
PANEL_CHOICE_STRING,2,"150",
PANEL_CHOICE_STRING,3,"200",
PANEL_CHOICE_STRING,4,"250",
PANEL_CHOICE_STRING,5,"300",
0);
Stop_Button = xv_create(control_panel,PANEL_BUTTON,
PANEL_NOTIFY_PROC,Kill_mov,
PANEL_LABEL_X,20,
PANEL_LABEL_Y,19,
PANEL_VALUE_X,79,
PANEL_VALUE_Y,19,
PANEL_LABEL_STRING,"STOP",
o);
Focus_up = xv_create(control_panel,PANEL_BUTTON,
PANEL_NOTIFY_PROC,move_z_up,
PANEL_LABEL_X,38,
PANEL_LABEL_Y,325,
PANEL_VALUE_X,122,
PANEL_VALUE_Y,325,
PANEL_LABEL_STRING,"Focus_up",
o);
Focus_dn = xv_create(control_panel,PANEL_BUTTON,
PANEL_NOTIFY_PROC,move_z_dn,
PANEL_LABEL_X,38,
PANEL_LABEL_Y,357,
PANEL_VALUE_X,122,
PANEL_VALUE_Y,357,
PANEL_LABEL_STRING,"Focus_dn",
o);
Quantization = xv_create(control_panel,PANEL_CHOICE,
PANEL_NOTIFY_PROC,quant_jpeq,

PANEL_LABEL_X,132,
PANEL_LABEL_Y,16,
PANEL_VALUE_X,265,
PANEL_VALUE_Y,16,
PANEL_LABEL_STRING,"JPEG Quantization"
PANEL_LAYOUT,PANEL_HORIZONTAL,
PANEL_VALUE,3,
PANEL_CHOICE_STRING,0,"10",
PANEL_CHOICE_STRING,1,"20",
PANEL_CHOICE_STRING,2,"40",
PANEL_CHOICE_STRING,3,"60",
PANEL_CHOICE_STRING,4,"70",
PANEL_CHOICE_STRING,5,"80",
PANEL_CHOICE_STRING,6,"90",
PANEL_CHOICE_STRING,7,"100",
ok_to_notify=TRUE;
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